Generation of propagation-invariant and intensity-controlled dark hollow beams by a refractive beam shaping system.
Dark hollow beams (DHBs) have great potential in the applications of optical manipulation, and the generation of DHBs is still a challenging and rewarding issue. In this paper, we present a beam shaping system for generating DHBs. The proposed system is composed of a freeform lens array and a non-classical zoom system which has a constant focal length but various image locations. The DHBs with a well-controlled intensity profile generated by the proposed system is not sensitive to the change of the intensity distribution of the incident beam, which allows flexible choices of light sources. Moreover, the annular pattern produced by the DHB remains unchanged when the image plane is moved a long distance of 17mm, and the energy efficiency of the beam shaping system is greater than 90% when Fresnel loss is considered. The proposed beam shaping system endows the generated DHBs with new properties and may have great potential in the field of optical tweezers and atom guides.